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Abstract

Cost-efficient networks are critical in creating scalable
large-scale systems, including those found in supercomput-
ers and datacenters. High-radix routers reduce network
cost by lowering the network diameter while providing a
high bisection bandwidth and path diversity. However, as
the port count increases, the high-radix router microar-
chitecture needs to scale efficiently. Hierarchical cross-
bar organization has been proposed where a single large
crossbar is partitioned into many small crossbars and over-
comes the limitations of conventional switch microarchitec-
ture. Although the organization provides high performance,
its scalability is limited due to power and area overheads
by the wires and intermediate buffers.

We propose alternative scalable router microarchitec-
tures that leverage a network within the switch design of
the high-radix routers themselves. These designs lower the
wiring complexity and buffer requirements. For example,
when a folded-Clos switch is used instead of the hierarchi-
cal crossbar switch for a radix-64 router, it provides up
to 73%, 58%, and 87% reduction in area, energy-delay
product, and energy-delay-area product, respectively. We
also explore more efficient switch designs by exploiting the
traffic-pattern characteristics of the global network and its
impact on the local network design within the switch. In
particular, we propose a bilateral butterfly switch organiza-
tion that has fewer crossbars and half the number of global
wires compared to the topology-agnostic folded-Clos switch
while achieving better low-load latency and equivalent sat-
uration throughput.

1 Introduction

As the size of large-scale systems increases, the inter-
connection network that connects all the components to-
gether becomes increasingly important and can determine
the overall performance and cost of the system. These

large-scale networks have been traditionally found in su-
percomputers, but with the recent emergence of warehouse-
computing [14] and datacenters that can have up to mil-
lions of servers, cost-efficient large-scale networks are also
needed in datacenters to provide high performance and min-
imize overall energy consumption [1]. Previously, large-
scale networks were built with low-radix routers where
the number of ports was relatively small [2, 8]. How-
ever, with the exponentially increasing pin bandwidth, re-
cent work [22] has shown how it is more cost-effective to
partition the increasing pin bandwidth into a large number
of ports and create high-radix networks. The Cray Black-
Widow [30] is one of the first systems that used high-radix
networks as it leveraged radix-64 routers.

One of the challenges with high-radix routers is creat-
ing a scalable router microarchitecture. The cost of these
large-scale networks is dominated by the cables [21] and
the performance is often limited by the off-chip channel
bandwidth. Thus, the router microarchitecture needs to be
scaled properly to ensure that the off-chip channel band-
width is properly saturated and the internal router microar-
chitecture does not become the bottleneck. Unfortunately,
the canonical router microarchitecture that consists of a sin-
gle crossbar switch [10] scales poorly with the router radix
(k) as the complexity of the allocation is proportional to k2

and the fanout of the crossbar wires increases linearly with
k. To overcome these limitations, a hierarchical crossbar
switch organization [22] was proposed and adapted in the
YARC router [30]. It partitions a single large crossbar into
many small crossbars or subswitches and places intermedi-
ate buffers at the input and the output of the subswitches.
This lowers the allocation complexity and also reduces the
number of output ports driven by each input port, compared
with a conventional crossbar. However, the YARC router
design requires an excessive number of wires as described
in Section 3.1 and does not scale.

In this paper, we propose alternative scalable router mi-
croarchitectures using local network and leverage high-
radix topologies, such as folded-Clos [10] and HyperX [3],
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Figure 1: (a) Conventional crossbar switch based net-
work and (b) network within a network approach.

in the switch design of the high-radix routers. We create
an on-chip network [9] within a router to create a local net-
work that connects the switch ports of the router, which is
used to construct a global network by interconnecting the
routers together – creating a network within a network ap-
proach to building a scalable switch microarchitecture (Fig-
ure 1(b)). Compared to the hierarchical crossbar design,
these network switch organizations require fewer global
wires, crossbars, and intermediate buffers and results in im-
provement of both area and energy efficiency. In addition,
since the local network is used within a global network, we
leverage the traffic-pattern characteristics of the global net-
work projected on individual routers to simplify the switch
router microarchitecture. For example, load-balancing is
often necessary for high performance on any network topol-
ogy. We show how load-balancing within the local network
is no longer needed, and thus, the complexity of the local
network within the switch can be further optimized.

Our experimental results show that the switch design
adopting the folded-Clos topology is more area and energy
efficient than alternatives, including the hierarchical cross-
bar organization. The design provides up to 73% area re-
duction compared to the hierarchical crossbar switch while
achieving up to 58% and 87% reduction in energy-delay and
energy-delay-area products for radix-64 routers. We also
propose a new topology-aware switch design called bilat-
eral butterfly for the local networks in a folded-Clos global
network, which consists of fewer crossbars and half the
number of global wires compared to the topology-agnostic
folded-Clos switch, while achieving better low-load latency
and equivalent saturation throughput.

The contributions of this paper include the following:

• We show that prior approaches to building a high-
radix router using hierarchical organization provide
high performance, but suffer from high area and low
energy-efficiency with limited scalability.

• We leverage the concept of network within a network
– using a local network within a router to create the
internal switch microarchitecture and using it within a
large-scale, global network.

• We show how the local network can exploit the charac-
teristics of the global network to simplify the router de-
sign and propose an area- and energy-efficient bilateral
butterfly switch design for global networks employing
the folded-Clos topology.

• We provide a detailed analysis of alternative ap-
proaches and show that the folded-Clos switch designs
provide the best area and energy efficiency and are ca-
pable of providing fine-grain trade-offs between switch
performance and area/energy efficiency.

2 Background

A router microarchitecture consists of datapath and con-
trol structures, such as I/O ports, buffers, crossbars, route
computation units, and allocators. In designing the high-
radix routers, reducing the die area and improving the per-
formance and energy efficiency are all important. Perfor-
mance is the primary design goal of any VLSI circuits, and
a highly energy efficient design enables the router to achieve
better performance within the power budget of the package.
Reduction in the area enables the additional area to be used
for more I/Os and other functionalities. For example, in the
Cray YARC router [30], the SerDes (serializer/deserializer)
I/Os occupy approximately 20% of the total area. In the
Cray Gemini Router [29], the network interface (NIC) was
incorporated into the same router chip. In this section,
we review the technology trends for critical components of
high-radix routers and popular high-radix topologies.

2.1 Technology Trends

Prior work [22] showed the exponential growth in pin
bandwidth over the past 30 years. The Cray YARC router
published in 2006 has an aggregate off-chip bandwidth of
2.4Tb/s, Rambus demonstrated a 8Tb/s memory system in
2008 [6], and a hub chip in the PERCS interconnect pub-
lished in 2010 has a 56 × 56 crossbar with 9Tb/s of raw
off-chip bandwidth [4]. A high-speed serial link design
that achieves sub 1pJ/b of energy efficiency over 10Gbps
of transfer rate was reported in 2010 [25]. Area efficiency
of high-speed links starts to gain interest as well [28]. Con-
sidering the FO4 delay of a future 22nm process projected
by a PTM model [38] and a 4 FO4 design rule [36], we ex-
pect that the off-chip I/O bandwidth continues to increase
over the next 5 to 10 years. In addition, the recent ad-
vances in nanophotonic interconnects are expected to not
only provide an increasing bandwidth, but also improve the
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Figure 2: (a) An exemplar 3-level folded-Clos network connecting 27 terminal nodes using radix-6 routers. (b) An
exemplar HyperX topology with (L = 2, S = 3, K = 1, T = 2).

efficiency of signaling so that the impact of I/O signaling on
the overall power consumption will be reduced [6].

The performance of on-chip global wires rather than
transistor speed has become a major limiting factor on IC
design [13] in deep submicron technology. There is a huge
design space on semi-global and global wires for different
design goals, such as delay, throughput density, and energy
efficiency [37]. We assume that the wires used for datapath
within a crossbar and between crossbars are RC repeated
and have the same pitch. Since throughput density and en-
ergy efficiency are important for these wires in high-radix
routers, we assume that these are minimum pitch (in the
range of dozens of the minimal wire pitch of metal layer 1),
similar to the assumptions made by Balfour and Dally [5]
and by Joshi et al. [16] for their on-chip network designs.

2.2 Topology

In order to fully exploit the benefits of high-radix routers,
conventional low-radix topologies, such as 2D/3D mesh or
torus topologies, are not appropriate, and topologies tai-
lored to high-radix routers, such as folded-Clos [10] or flat-
tened butterfly [20], are necessary. A folded-Clos network
is a multi-level network made by folding a Clos network
that consists of an odd number of stages and then by fusing
input and output switch pairs that collocate. A symmetric 3-
stage Clos network can be represented by three tuples (m,
n, r), where m, n, and r are the number of middle-stage
router, input ports per input router, and the input routers,
respectively. The Clos network has a path diversity m and
is non-interfering [10] if m ≥ n. By folding, the 3-stage
Clos network becomes a 2-level folded-Clos network where
each port becomes bidirectional by having an input and an
output channel, a middle-stage router becomes a top-level
router with radix r, and a pair of an input and an output
router becomes a bottom-level router with radix (n + m).
Throughout the paper, we assume that each router or switch
has the same number of input and output channels and we
call it a radix of the router or switch. A folded-Clos net-

work with more than 2 levels can be constructed by com-
posing each top-level router using a folded-Clos network
recursively. Figure 2(a) shows an exemplar 3-level folded-
Clos network connecting 27 terminal nodes using radix-6
routers. Routing in a folded-Clos consists of two phases –
uprouting, and then, downrouting. In uprouting, the pack-
ets are routed to the nearest common ancestor between the
source and destination. Once the packet reaches this inter-
mediate router, the packet is downrouted to its destination.

The flattened butterfly [20] is another topology that can
exploit high-radix routers. An m-ary n-flat network is de-
rived from an m-ary n-fly butterfly network where all the
routers in each row of the butterfly network are flattened
into a single router and the same connections are main-
tained. HyperX [3] extends the flattened butterfly topology
and we use the notation provided by the HyperX framework
in this paper. A regular HyperX is an L-dimensional di-
rect network where the size of each dimension is S and the
routers in each dimension are fully connected. Each router
in the HyperX is connected to T terminals and the band-
width of links between the routers is K times the band-
width of links to terminals. Using the (L, S,K, T ) no-
tation, an m-ary n-flat network can be represented as a
(L = n − 1, S = m,K = 1, T = m) HyperX network.
It connects TSL terminals with KSL+1

2 channels crossing
its bisection. Therefore, the ratio of bisection bandwidth
to aggregate terminal bandwidth β = KS

2T is 0.5 for the
m-ary n-flat network. Figure 2(b) shows an exemplar 2-
dimensional HyperX network composed of radix-6 routers
with (L = 2, S = 3,K = 1, T = 2). In this paper, HyperX
and flattened butterfly terms are used interchangeably.

3 High-Radix Router Microarchitecture

In this section, we first describe the previously proposed
hierarchical switch organization for high-radix routers [22,
30] and its limitations. Then, we describe an alternative
switch design that uses a network, and thus, creates a net-
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Figure 3: A layout of a radix-16 hierarchical crossbar
switch organization. Subswitch size p is 4.

work within a network organization. Throughout this work,
we define a local network as the network used for a switch
within a single router and a global network as the system-
level network that interconnects the routers together.

3.1 Hierarchical Switch Organization

The hierarchical router organization [22] partitions a sin-
gle k×k switch into (k/p)2 p×p subswitches where k is the
router radix and p is the subswitch crossbar radix. The hi-
erarchical router organization introduces 2k2

p intermediate
buffers (or subswitch buffers) at both the input and the out-
put of the subswitches. The intermediate buffers decouple
the input and the output arbitration and avoid global arbitra-
tion by localizing the arbitration. Figure 3 shows a layout
of a hierarchical crossbar switch organization with k = 16
and p = 4.

The hierarchical crossbar switch consists of k row buses
or horizontal broadcast channels and k

2 ×
k
p vertical, col-

umn channels since all output ports in a column are fully
connected to all column buffers in the same column. These
horizontal and vertical channels require global wires, whose
area scales at the rate of k× k

2 ×
k
p = k3

2p . Note that the total
area of all the subswitch crossbars scales at the rate of k2 as
there are (k/p)2 subswitches and each p× p subswitch area
is proportional to p2. We set p =

√
k to minimize the aggre-

gate fanout 1 and minimize the dynamic energy of a packet
to traverse the switch [33]. As a result, the area of horizon-
tal and vertical wires dominates the switch area with a large
k, which scales at the rate of k2.5 The number of subswitch

1In this paper, we define fanout as the number of output ports that an
input port has to drive in a component, such as a crossbar, a mux, or a
bus. When a switch consists of multiple components, we add the fanout
values of all the components that a packet passes in the switch and call it
an aggregate fanout. In the hierarchical switch, the broadcast bus delivers
the packet to k

p
row buffers, a p× p subswitch, and a column multiplexer

so that the aggregate fanout is k
p

+ p + 1.
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Figure 4: (a) A folded 2D torus, (b) a 2D HyperX, and (c)
a folded-Clos switch organization.

buffers also scales super-linearly at the rate of k2

p = k1.5.
These all lead to an inefficient area and power scaling of
the hierarchical switches. Thus, we explore an alternative
switch organization using different multi-stage networks as
the switch organization to provide a scalable switch design.

3.2 Network within a Network Switch Architecture

We explore the switch microarchitecture designs based
on network topologies and create a network within a net-
work switch architecture, or a network switch architecture,
where a switch is composed of multiple subswitches con-
nected through internal point-to-point channels. Each sub-
switch is input buffered so that arbitration can be localized
to a subswitch, similar to the hierarchical switch organi-
zation. For the local network, we focus on three different
topologies: folded-Clos [10], 2D torus [10], and 2D Hy-
perX [18, 3]. Other topologies can be used such as a 2D
mesh topology or a tree-based topology for the local net-
work. However, these either introduce non-uniformity (i.e.,
2D mesh) or a single-point bandwidth bottleneck (i.e., tree)
and are not suitable as the local network. The off-chip band-
width is an expensive resource in large-scale systems and
they need to be fully utilized. Thus, the local network can-
not become the bottleneck.

We set all switch organizations to support the same ag-
gregate off-chip bandwidth at a given router radix k and
use the following metrics: the number of buffers and cross-
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Table 1: Router microarchitecture complexity analysis. k is the radix of the switches, p is the radix of the subswitch
crossbars in a hierarchical crossbar switch, and r is the radix of the top-level subswitches in a folded-Clos switch.
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Figure 5: The relative (a) switch buffers, (b) aggregate fanout, (c) total crosspoints, and (d) switch area of the five
switch organizations in Table 1. cn, hc, fc, ft, and hx stand for canonical crossbar, hierarchical crossbar, folded-Clos,
folded 2D torus, and 2D HyperX switches. The hierarchical crossbar switch design is used as a baseline.

points in a switch, the aggregate fanout, and the total switch
area. Each crosspoint in a crossbar and each buffer are im-
plemented by transistors that consume leakage power re-
gardless of switch activity, so that more crosspoints and
buffers result in higher static power. The aggregate fanout
impacts dynamic energy as larger transistors are required to
drive a higher fanout, consuming more dynamic energy.

The block diagrams of the alternative local networks are
shown in Figure 4. For the folded 2D torus organization,
we assume a

√
k-ary 2-cube network with

√
k ×
√
k = k

subswitches. The network has 4
√
k channels crossing its

bisection, so the bandwidth of each internal channel must
be k

4
√

k
=
√

k
4 times higher than the bandwidth of each ex-

ternal channel connected to an I/O port. We assume that
each subswitch dedicates a port to an I/O port and a single
logical internal channel consists of

√
k

4 physical channels,
so the radix of a subswitch becomes

√
k

4 ×4+1. We choose
Valiant’s routing algorithm [34], which gives

√
k as the av-

erage hop count. As a result, the folded 2D torus switch
has k

√
k subswitches, the aggregate fanout is proportional

to k, and both switch area and the number of crosspoints are
proportional to k2.

For the folded-Clos switch, we assume that it is a (m,
k
r , r) Clos network and m = k

r (Section 5.3 discusses the
folded-Clos switches with a higher m). This 2-level local
network consists of r radix- 2k

r bottom-level subswitches
(which are connected to the I/O ports) and k

r radix-r top-
level subswitches, so there are rk + 3k2

r crosspoints and
the aggregate fanout is up to 3k

r + r − 2. We place the

top-level subswitches in the middle and half of the bottom-
level subswitches on each side to provide a better aspect
ratio, as shown in Figure 7(b). The switch area is domi-
nated by global wires that are used for channels connecting
subswitches, which scales at the rate of k2.

As for the 2D HyperX, we assume K = 2 and S = T ,
so that a channel between subswitches has twice the band-
width of a channel to an I/O port. This switch is a (L = 2,
S = k

1
3 , K = 2, T = k

1
3 ) HyperX network. The subswitch

radix is 5k
1
3 − 4 and there are k

2
3 subswitches, so the local

network has about 4k subswitch buffers and 25k
4
3 cross-

points. We assume a minimal or Valiant’s routing algorithm
for the 2D HyperX switch so that the worst case aggregate
fanout becomes 25(k

1
3 − 1). The switch area is dominated

by global wires as well so that it scales at the rate of k2.
We summarizes the complexity of the canonical cross-

bar, hierarchical crossbar, folded-Clos, folded 2D torus, and
2D HyperX switch organizations in Table 1. The switch
area is normalized to the square of a channel pitch, and in-
cludes the area of buffers, crossbars, and the global wires
used for the channels between subswitches. We ignore the
area from the control logic as they represent a very small
fraction of the total area [35]. Figure 5 shows the relative
subswitch buffers, aggregate fanout, total crosspoints, and
switch area of the switch organizations as the switch radix
is increased from 8 to 128. The results are normalized to
the values of the hierarchical crossbar. We set p =

√
k and

r = 2
√
k to minimize aggregate fanout and switch area.

The network switch architectures, especially the folded-
Clos switch design, scales better than the canonical crossbar
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Figure 6: 2D Heatmaps showing the frequencies of packets moving from the input ports (in the x axis) to the output
ports (in the y axis) at (a,c) a bottom-level and (b,d) a top-level radix-32 router of a 4096 node folded-Clos network.
(a,b) and (c,d) are on the UR and BR traffic, respectively.

and the hierarchical crossbar switches in terms of power and
energy efficiency as the switch radix increases. All the net-
work switch organizations require fewer subswitch buffers
than the hierarchical crossbar switch, and also have fewer
crosspoints as the switch radix is 64 or higher. The results
show that the switches adopting torus, folded-Clos, or Hy-
perX topologies consume less static power than the hierar-
chical crossbar organization on high-radix designs. These
network switches require no broadcast channels through
global wires and results in a decrease of relative switch
area as the switch radix is increased. These switches have
higher aggregate fanout values than the hierarchical cross-
bar switch, consuming more dynamic power. However,
static power consumption is more important for high-radix
routers since most of the crosspoint transistors do not drive
wires. For example, in a canonical crossbar, only k out of
k2 crosspoints are active and the remaining k2 − k ones
consume static power only, evidenced by the YARC design
where static power dominates dynamic power [30]. The
torus switch scales worse than the folded-Clos switch in all
aspects because it has higher hop count and requires wider
channels between subswitches to provide the same bisec-
tion bandwidth. Table 1 shows that the HyperX switch has
a lower exponent value than the folded-Clos switch on the
aggregate fanout and the number of crosspoints. Therefore,
the 2D HyperX switch has better scalability, but its large
coefficients make the folded-Clos switch become more area
and power efficient on the radices we consider.

4 Exploiting Global Network
Traffic Characteristics

In the previous section, we explored alternative router
switch microarchitectures built using a network, instead of
a single-stage crossbar. Our analysis showed that a switch
design based on the folded-Clos network scales better in
terms of energy efficiency and die area, compared to other
alternatives, as the router radix increases. In this section, we
further reduce the cost of a high-radix switch microarchi-
tecture by exploiting the traffic characteristics of the global

network and its impact on the local network. We make the
observation that the traffic of the global network, based on
its topology and routing, can be exploited to further reduce
the cost of the switch microarchitecture. We first describe
the impact of the global network traffic on the local network
and then describe bilateral butterfly – a novel switch organi-
zation that exploits the characteristics of the global network
traffic for high-radix routers.

4.1 Global Network’s Impact on Local Traffic

In Figure 6, we show the heatmap of traffic on a non-
interfering folded-Clos network. The results are shown for a
3-level 4096-node network with radix-32 routers (k = 32),
but the observations made in this section can be generalized
to other folded-Clos configurations. The heatmap shows
the frequencies of packets moving from input ports (x-axis)
to output ports (y-axis) at routers in different levels of a
folded-Clos network on the UR (uniform-random) and BR
(bit-rotation) traffic patterns. On each router, the ports 0
to k

2 − 1 are connected to lower level routers (or terminal
nodes from level 0 routers) while ports k

2 to k − 1 are con-
nected to higher level routers. The communication char-
acteristics can be partitioned into four quadrants, as shown
in Figure 6(a). Each quadrant represents different types of
traffic. Quadrant II represents uprouting traffic while quad-
rant III is downrouting traffic in the folded-Clos network.
Quadrant I represents traffic ‘turning’ in the network – i.e.,
a packet arrives at the nearest common ancestor between
the source and the destination and switches from uprout-
ing to downrouting. However, quadrant IV corresponds to
the packets that would switch from downrouting to uprout-
ing. This is not possible in the folded-Clos network because
a packet that starts downrouting will continue to be down-
routed until it reaches its destination. The heatmaps reflect
this by showing that quadrant IV is not used in any routers,
regardless of the traffic pattern.

Folded-Clos networks use random routing or its vari-
ants [19] as a packet chooses one of the nearest common an-
cestors between its source and destination with equal proba-
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Figure 8: Routing example of the bilateral butterfly for (a) packets “turning”, (b) uprouting, and (c) downrouting.

bility. Because of this load-balancing in the global network,
the uprouting within a switch is load-balanced and results
in uniformly utilizing the output ports shown in quadrant II.
Similarly, regardless of the traffic pattern, the randomiza-
tion in the uprouting leads to the input ports used in down-
routing to be used with equal probability (quadrant III).
However, the characteristics of the quadrant I traffic depend
on the traffic patterns of the network. On UR, most packets
reach top-level routers and fewer packets ‘turn’ in middle-
and bottom-level routers. Thus, quadrant I is more heavily
utilized in upper-level routers. On BR, the bit-rotating traf-
fic pattern of the network is reflected only in quadrant I, as
shown in Figure 6(c,d).

The router switch needs to provide high performance for
traffic ‘turning’ (quadrant I traffic) while others (quadrant
II and quadrant III traffic) are load-balanced by the global
network. The local network also does not need to load-
balance the traffic. In comparison, based on the global net-
work, the quadrant IV traffic is non-existent. We take ad-
vantage of these observations to further optimize the switch
microarchitecture and propose the bilateral butterfly switch
microarchitecture in Section 4.2.

4.2 Bilateral Butterfly Switch Architecture

The observations described in Section 4.1 enables further
optimization for the folded-Clos switch design used in the

folded-Clos global network. Figure 7 illustrates how some
of the subswitches in the folded-Clos switch architecture
can be removed. By performing a simple transformation
from Figure 7(a) to Figure 7(b) by moving the port location,
the subswitches in the rightmost column can be eliminated
and the ports on the right side are connected directly to the
middle-stage subswitches. This forms a bilateral butterfly
switch (Figure 7(c)) where the switch resembles a butter-
fly switch but all channels are bidirectional. The middle
stages of a folded-Clos are needed for load-balancing, but
with global load-balancing achieved from the global net-
work, the load-balancing within the local network is no
longer needed. A routing example in the bilateral bufferly is
shown in Figure 8. For both uprouting or downrouting (Fig-
ure 8(b,c)), no path diversity is provided within the switch
as it becomes deterministic routing. However, when the
packet is turning (Figure 8(a)), the same path diversity as
the folded-Clos is still available.

Depending on the router radix, one fourth or one third
of crossbar crosspoints are saved on each router. But more
importantly, half of global wires are eliminated, providing
significant energy and static power savings compared to the
already efficient folded-Clos switch. The bilateral butter-
fly switch provides sufficient path diversity for packets that
‘turn’ in the router, (Figure 8(a)), but provides no path diver-
sity to packets passing through the router. However, based
on the traffic characteristics described in the previous sec-



tion, no further load-balancing is needed for packets contin-
uing to move upwards or downwards. Thus, deterministic
routing is sufficient (Figure 8(b,c)). Packets entering the bi-
lateral butterfly switch experiences fewer aggregate fanout
on average and results in a lower dynamic power. The bilat-
eral butterfly switches can also be used as top-level routers
by not utilizing ports dedicated to upper-level routers or by
pairing an input port at one side with an output port on the
other side.

A similar approach described in this section can also be
applied to further optimize the HyperX switches within a
HyperX network. When the Valiant routing or other adap-
tive routing algorithms are used for adversarial traffic, the
output ports of the packets traversing the global HyperX
network are uniformly distributed unless they turn. As a
result, a HyperX switch with half the bisection bandwidth
of the HyperX switch design in Section 3.2 (β = 0.5) is
enough to be a local network within the global HyperX
switch with β = 0.5.

5 Evaluation

We evaluate the performance and efficiency of the pro-
posed switch organizations using various traffic patterns
on single router and global network configurations. Sin-
gle router results show that the folded-Clos switch de-
sign performs better than other network switch designs, but
still performs worse than the hierarchical crossbar design.
The performance of the folded-Clos switch is further im-
proved by adding more top-level subswitches, providing in-
put speedup on bottom-level subswitches, or both. This
fine-tuning makes the folded-Clos switch perform compara-
ble to the hierarchical crossbar design and more energy effi-
cient. The bilateral butterfly switch organization further im-
proves the performance and energy-efficiency of the global
networks.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We developed an event-driven cycle accurate simula-
tor which supports single-stage crossbars and hierarchi-
cal crossbars for local networks and folded-Clos and Hy-
perX for both local and global networks. The folded-Clos
networks use an adaptive routing algorithm that randomly
picks the two nearest common ancestors between the source
and destination of a packet and chooses one with less con-
gestion as an intermediate node, which is the same as the
greedy r(2) algorithm in [19]. The HyperX networks use
Valiant’s routing [34] or minimal adaptive routing algo-
rithm [3]. A packet that arrives at a router proceeds through
the steps of route computation, virtual-channel allocation,
switch allocation, and switch traversal. If the router has a
network switch, it performs both the routing of the global
and the local network during the route computation step so

that the subswitches within the router only have subswitch
allocation and traversal steps. Routers and subswitches are
input buffered and each buffer has multiple virtual channels
(VCs). iSLIP [24] separable allocation method is used for
VC and switch allocation. We assume virtual cut-through
flow control, which was also used in the YARC router [30].
Unless mentioned otherwise, switch speedup is not used.
We warm up the network before measuring the performance
of the networks. Experiments with single-flit packets are
presented. Simulations with multiple-flit packets show sim-
ilar trends as single-flit experiments and are omitted due to
limited space.

We apply the 22 nm predictive technology models [38]
and interconnect projections from ITRS [31] to a modified
McPAT [23] for SRAM and wire modeling. We target 5
GHz operating frequency for buffers, crossbars, and global
wires. Propagation delay is assumed to be 2 cycles for in-
ternal channels between subswitches, except for hc, where
it becomes 4 cycles due to its relatively large area, as shown
in Table 2. Even though it is infeasible to operate the cross-
bar in cn at 5 GHz, we assume that it can be pipelined and
has the same zero-load latency as hc. We estimate 40fJ for
sending a bit over a 1-cycle distance, 40fJ and 10fJ for read-
ing and writing a bit on a 128kb input port buffer and a 8kb
subswitch buffer, and 40fJ per radix to send a bit through
a crossbar. As for static power, we assume 20fJ for a 1-
cycle distance global wire per cycle and 8fJ per radix for
each crosspoint per cycle, 10mW and 2mW on an input
port buffer and a subswitch buffer, and 1pJ for transferring
a bit off-chip. These values are similar to the ones Joshi et
al. [16] estimated on a 22nm process.

5.2 Comparing the Performance of High-Radix
Router Microarchitectures

We evaluate the following switch microarchitecture or-
ganizations: canonical crossbar (cn), folded-Clos (fc), Hy-
perX with Valiant’s routing (hxv), HyperX with minimal-
adaptive routing (hxm), and hierarchical crossbar (YARC)
switches (hc). We use different traffic patterns, including
two bit permutation patterns (BC and BR) and two random
traffic patterns (UR and TR). TR is a transpose-random traf-
fic, where a node in a row A of a square matrix is equally
likely to send packets to nodes in a column A of the square
matrix. Note that TR is one of the worst-case traffic pat-
terns for the hierarchical crossbar [22] 2. Figure 9 shows
the average latency of injected packets over offered loads of
radix-64 switches on BC, BR, UR, and TR patterns. The sub-
switch radix in hc (p) is 8 and the top-level subswitch radix
in fc (r) is 16. Crossbars have no input speedup. All switch
designs use 4 VCs, where hxv uses half of them to traffic

2We also tested other traffics, but they showed similar performance
trends to BC, BR, UR, and TR patterns. Their results were not included
due to the space limitation, except in Section 5.3.
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Figure 9: Load-latency graphs of radix-64 switches on (a) BC, (b) BR, (c) UR, and (d) TR traffic patterns. cn, fc, hxv,
hxm, and hc stand for canonical crossbar, folded-Clos, HyperX with Valiant’s routing, HyperX with minimal-adaptive
routing, and hierarchical crossbar switches. No input speedup on crossbars.
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Figure 10: Load-latency graphs of radix-64 switches on
(a) BC and (b) TR traffic patterns. -isu2 stands for the
input speedup of 2 for each crossbar.

random intermediate subswitches and the others to traffic to
destinations ports. hxm chooses the VC channel based on
the number of hops until the destination.

The infeasible canonical crossbar design performs ide-
ally on permutation patterns such as BC and BR, but it ex-
periences the head-of-line (HoL) blocking [17] on random
traffics similar to other designs and its achieved throughput
saturates around 66%. fc, hxv, and hxm all suffer from the
HoL blocking problem. Under low loads, fc has a lower av-
erage latency than hc because fc is smaller so it has lower
global wire propagation delays. The average latency of
hxm is the lowest, except for the BC traffic pattern, because
there are packets with minimum paths whose hop counts
are lower than 3. However, it saturates quickly in adversar-
ial traffic compared to hxv, so adaptive routing algorithms
combining the benefits of both can be beneficial, such as
UGAL [32], Adaptive Clos [20], and DAL [3]. hc performs
almost ideally on BC, BR, and UR, even without the cross-
bar input speedup owing to its property of distributing loads
from a port to 8 subswitches on random traffic [22]. As a
result, the average load in a subswitch is 0.125, even with
full loads from the ports due to this effective output speedup
through broadcast. This load distribution does not happen
at the TR traffic pattern and hc suffers from the same HoL
blocking problem (Figure 9(d)).

Through speeding up the input ports of the crossbars, we
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Figure 11: Load-latency graphs of radix-64 switches on
(a) BC and (b) TR traffic patterns.

can improve the saturation throughput of the switch designs.
Load-latency graphs in Figure 10 show that the performance
of folded-Clos and 2D HyperX switches improves notice-
ably but is still outperformed by the hierarchical crossbar
switches. Considering the high area and energy-efficiency
overhead imposed by speeding up the crossbars, crossbar
speedup should be applied carefully, which is further ex-
plored in the following subsection.

5.3 Exploring the Design Space of the Folded-Clos
Switch Architecture

Section 5.2 shows that the folded-Clos switch design
performs better than the 2D HyperX design, but the per-
formance does not match that of the hierarchical cross-
bar design. Since fc results in lower area and dissipates
lower static power than hc with comparable dynamic en-
ergy consumption, additional performance-cost trade-off
can be made with fc to increase its performance.

These tradeoffs are possible with the folded-Clos topol-
ogy by putting more top-level switches (increasing m) and
speeding-up bottom-level switches. We have assumed n =
m but with m > n, an output speedup of m

n in the input-
stage subswitches is provided such that n

m becomes the
maximum load of a top-level subswitch. Since top-level
subswitches are chosen randomly, fc with a higher m ex-
periences adversarial traffic less frequently than hc. Fur-



Canonical Hierarchical Folded-Clos Folded 2D
Crossbar Crossbar fc fc6 fc6-isu2 2D Torus HyperX

Subswitch buffers N/A 1, 024 128 192 192 512 192
Aggregate fanout 63 17 26 28 57 45 ∼ 75
Total crosspoints 4, 096 4, 096 1, 664 2, 400 3, 872 4, 096 3, 600
Switch area 4, 096 33, 792 9, 216 16, 896 24, 640 11, 664 25, 600

Table 2: Router design complexity analysis on a radix-64 router. p = 8, r = 16, while m is varied.
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ther performance improvement is available by speeding-up
bottom-level subswitches, whose speedup overhead is lower
than top-level ones since bottom-level subswitches typically
have a lower radix. Figure 11 shows the performance im-
provement on both BC and TR patterns (other traffic pat-
terns show similar trends but are omitted due to space lim-
itation), where fc6-isu2 performs comparable to hc on BC
and even fc6 outperforms hc on TR. fc6 stands for a folded-
Clos switch with m = 6 and fc6-isu2 is fc6 with an input
speedup of 2. Table 2 compares their design complexity.
The complexity of the folded-Clos switch increases as more
speedup techniques are applied, but even with fc6-isu2, the
complexity is still lower than hc.

In Figure 12, we compare the energy consumption,
energy-delay product (EDP), and energy-delay-area prod-
uct (EDAP) of hc, fc, fc6, fc6-isu2, and hxv. The en-
ergy consumption, EDP, and EDAP values are normalized
to those of hc. Results show that fc consumes the lowest en-
ergy, but also performs the worst. It has the best EDAP as
well (lower is better for the energy consumption, EDP, and
EDAP metrics). For example, on TR, fc consumes 2.1×
lower energy and shows 7.8× better EDAP over hc. fc6
has the best energy-delay product and it has 2.4× lower
EDP than hc on TR and has 1.2× lower EDP than fc on
BR. Folded-Clos switches are better than the hierarchical
crossbar switch, while the merit of 2D HyperX switch is
limited to the TR traffic. We also evaluated other traffic pat-
terns, such as bit reverse, tornado, shuffle, transpose, and
100RP [10]. 100RP is the average of 100 random permu-
tation traffic patterns. These traffic patterns show similar
trends to UR, BC, BR, and TR.

5.4 Comparing the Performance of Network Switch
Designs in Global Networks

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the
network-within-network switch designs within a global net-
work. The folded-Clos topology is used as the global net-
work and is simulated with the following switch designs –
fc, fc6-isu2, hc and the bilateral butterfly (bb). 4 VCs are
used for all the configurations and the port to port latency
between two routers is assumed to be 10 cycles.

Figure 13 shows that hc performs well, except on
BR, where the network traffic pattern projected on each
router causes some subswitches in the hierarchical crossbar
switches to be utilized more heavily. 3 fc6-isu2 performs
comparable to hc on BC and UR and it outperforms hc on
BR. These results show that the cost- and energy-efficient
folded-Clos switch designs perform well on the global net-
work traffic patterns as well as the single router traffic pat-
terns. Considering that they scale better than the hierar-
chical crossbar switches and perform comparable, or even
better, by adding more top-level subswitches and speeding-
up bottom-level subswitches, the folded-Clos switch deigns
are competitive router microarchitecture options.

Without speedup, bb performs better than fc. Even
with an input speedup of 2 for crossbars, bb performs bet-
ter on most cases, especially when loads are low, since a
packet traverses one fewer internal channel and subswitch
per router in a bilateral butterfly router. Compared to the

3Note that the bit-rotation (BR) traffic pattern on a single hierarchical
router is not adversarial, as shown earlier in Figure 9(b). This is an example
showing the impact of high-radix network traffic on high-radix routers.
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Figure 13: Load-latency graph of folded-Clos networks with 4096 nodes connected by radix-32 switches on (a) BC, (b)
BR, and (c) UR traffic patterns. bb stands for a bilateral butterfly switch.

folded-Clos switch design, bb reduces the switch area by
25% and the switch power by 10% on UR when neither
switch has input speedup. These results support that fur-
ther cost- and energy-efficiency optimizations are possible
for the routers composing high-radix folded-Clos networks.

6 Related Work
Kim et al. [22] showed that increasing the router radix

and creating a high-radix router is more cost-effective than
increasing the bandwidth per port. They proposed a hierar-
chical router organization for high-radix routers and it was
implemented in the Cray YARC router [30]. However, the
hierarchical organization did not consider how the microar-
chitecture can exploit the global network and it has scal-
ability limitations. In addition to electrical signaling, dif-
ferent technologies have been recently proposed for high-
radix switches, including ones using proximity communi-
cation [12] and optics [7]. Mora et al. [26] also proposed
a high-radix switch organization to reduce the impact of
head-of-line blocking. These studies are orthogonal to this
work as we explore alternative switch microarchitectures.
To properly exploit high-radix routers, an appropriate topol-
ogy is needed. The folded-Clos [10] is one such topol-
ogy and the Cray BlackWidow system employed a vari-
ant of the folded-Clos topology [30]. Cost-efficient high-
radix topologies [3, 20, 21] have been recently proposed
to further reduce network cost. These topologies require
a load-balancing routing algorithm [32, 3, 15] to properly
exploit the path diversity. In this work, we exploited the
load-balancing of these high-radix topologies to optimize
the switch design of a high-radix router.

Many different hierarchical networks [11, 10] have been
proposed in the literature and our work can be viewed as
a hierarchical approach as well. For example, the recently
proposed Dragonfly topology [21] also provides a hierar-
chical network. However, our work differs from prior ap-
proaches as we used a local network to create a scalable
high-radix switch and the local network is created within
the constraint of being placed inside a single chip. The

techniques presented in Section 4.2 are not feasible for con-
ventional, hierarchical networks. The Cray T3D router [10]
used a similar approach of creating a network-of-switches
in the router design. Because of the technological con-
straints, a single switch was partitioned into three sub-
switches – one for each x, y, and z dimension. However,
this organization can severely limit the network throughput
because of the limited connection between subswitches. A
significant amount of research has been done recently in on-
chip networks [9, 27]. We also leverage on-chip networks
to build a switch. However, the architecture for a scal-
able high-radix switch differs from on-chip networks for
multi/many-core processors because of the different con-
straints on the type of terminal nodes, bandwidth require-
ment, traffic patterns, and switch area.

7 Conclusion
This paper approached the problem of building a high-

radix router by treating it as a network design. We explored
alternative topologies, such as folded-Clos, 2D torus, and
HyperX, for router switch microarchitecture and compared
them with the state-of-the-art hierarchical crossbar archi-
tecture. We showed that our network within a network
design approach provides better scalability than the hierar-
chical crossbar architecture on switch area and power con-
sumption. We also showed that the folded-Clos switch de-
sign has the smallest area and dissipates the lowest power.
The folded-Clos switch also enables fine-grain trade-offs
between switch performance and cost/energy efficiency by
adjusting the number of top-level subswitches and speeding
up bottom-level subswitches. Compared to the hierarchi-
cal crossbar design, a radix-64 folded-Clos switch without
speedup consumes 35% and 53% less energy on the uni-
form random and transpose random traffic. A folded-Clos
switch with two more top-level subswitches is 1.2 and 2.4
× better in energy-delay product on the uniform random
and transpose random traffic compared with the hierarchi-
cal crossbar. To further optimize the local network, we ex-
ploit the traffic pattern of the global network and propose a



bilateral bufferfly organization that removes up to 33% of
crosspoints in a folded-Clos – and thus, achieving a more
area and energy efficient switch design.

The network within a network approach to building
high-radix switch microarchitectures opens opportunities
for other future work. Although we focused on the folded-
Clos and the HyperX topology, our approach can be ex-
tended to other networks. For example, for the recently pro-
posed Dragonfly topology [21], its hierarchical organization
can be further exploited to optimize the local network of the
switch microarchitecture. In this work, we focused mainly
on optimizing the local network organization based on the
global network characteristics, but it remains to be seen if
both the local and global network can be jointly optimized
to reduce overall network cost.
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